Combination of Bilingual Teaching and Open Education for Laboratory in Engineering Education
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Abstract. This paper explores the significance and present situation of open education for laboratory in engineering education, describes the effect of bilingual teaching during the education reform in modern society, discusses the feasibility of the combination of bilingual teaching and open education for laboratory in engineering education, as well as the significance of the combination and the impact on education reform. The practical application of the combination indicates that the close combination can complement and promote each other, and can not only exert the teaching and learning initiative of teachers and students and the hardware function of laboratory to the utmost extent, but also improve the quality of engineering education.

Introduction

With the deepening of international trade and investment, the world economy has been accelerating to develop towards the direction of integration. Because of China's accession to the WTO, China is in the face of more frequent international exchanges and challenges from competitors all over the world. That leads to a higher demand not only on the 21 century talent, but also on the development of education in China.

The bilingual education in new era came into being, which is not only significant but also vast pressing. The Chinese Ministry of Education had introduced a new policy in 2001, which explicitly requires universities to carry out bilingual education actively. The Policy document points out that according to the requirements of education being modernization-oriented, world-oriented, and future-oriented, undergraduate education should create conditions for the use of English and other foreign languages in the teaching of public courses and specialized courses, in order to meet the challenges of economic globalization and technological revolution, and the bilingual education strategies such as some first some after, some anxious some slow, gradual implementation, step-by-step, etc, are pointed out for different school and specialty.

Practical skill training is an important part of the cultivation of innovative talents. Open education for laboratory is the effective expansion of experimental teaching in various disciplines. The open model of open-training-development provides a new attempt for the lab overall design of the management and operation system of open education. With the development of experimental teaching reform, the research of open education for laboratory will receive continuous concern of the experimental teaching departments and experimental teaching management department.

Open Education for Laboratory in Engineering Education

In engineering education, traditional classroom experimental teaching conducts only in limited time and space. Moreover, teaching objects, materials, equipment, assessment methods and other elements are fixed. When doing experiment, students just operate as the required steps mechanically, that is imitative to some extent. Most of the experiments are validation experiments. In this case, students accept the experimental task passively, lack of self-selection, do experiments only within
the experimental framework for the deployment of teachers. That limits the students' enthusiasm and initiative, and is not conducive to bring up students' innovative spirit and practical ability and to improve the student's independent experimental capabilities, too[1].

As the main way to cultivate high-quality practice creative talents, experimental teaching is an important part of engineering education, and is an important means of fostering students' practical ability. Apart from making full use of the experimental equipment, more importantly, establishing open lab will stimulate and develop students' interest in experiment. It can urge students to complete thinking, operating, analyzing, and solving problem independently. Thus it can fully mobilize students' enthusiasm and initiative, and improve their self-development capabilities.[2] Open education for laboratory is one of the important means of experimental teaching reform, which can facilitate the promotion of laboratory construction and development in depth.

With the increasing demands of cultivation for innovative talents, the open education for laboratory is sustained. However, the open laboratory is not just a problem of time and space, but a management model, which involves the configuration and utilization of laboratory resources, the optimization of experimental workforce and the construction of management system.[3] The open education for laboratory is a systematic project and is subject to many factors. There are many problems such as the imperfect open laboratory management system, the enthusiasm of the students, the experimental teacher construction, the laboratory equipment maintenance and management and so on. The open education for laboratory can’t copy other's model and experience. It is necessary to explore according to the actual situations.[4]

Bilingual Teaching in Engineering Education

Bilingual teaching was first emerged in the European and American countries at the beginning of 20th century. In 1960s, bilingual teaching became popular in some immigration countries in order to make immigrants or refugees integrate into local society faster. In the wake of globalization advancement and the intensification of international competition, international bilingual and multilingual education is increasingly subject to national attention in the mid and late of 1980s[5-7]. Bilingual teaching was first launched in China coastal areas, such as Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen. In recent years, bilingual teaching is becoming more and more universal inland. In order to further promote the development of bilingual teaching, China's Ministry of Education started bilingual education model curriculum project in 2007.

Being a new teaching model, bilingual teaching has gradually become the focus of society and academia. Bilingual teaching is a teaching activity, which chooses mother tongue and one of foreign languages such as English as written and spoken media. Its obvious advantage is to earn language knowledge and professional knowledge combined organically, and to provide a strategic opportunity to speed up bilingual teacher’s construction of colleges and universities, which is very helpful to accelerate the internationalization level of colleges and universities.

With the growing cooperation and interdependence between international trade and economy, the world economy is developing towards integration. Countries are frequently interacting with each other on various levels in political, economic, social and other fields. Thence the demand on the English language talent is growing. In conclusion, bilingual teaching is an inevitable trend of the teaching reform.

For example, in China after the students complete the basic English study in the first year or second year of college and pass College English Test 4(CET4) and College English Test 6(CET6), some specialized courses implements bilingual teaching with foreign materials, students can then quickly accept that and are integrated into the bilingual education model which may be transformed into pure English teaching in a later stage. That will play a role of four years of continuous English learning.

Combination of Bilingual Teaching and Open Education for Laboratory

The feasibility of combination: The engineering education in the education reform makes the
combination of bilingual teaching and open education for laboratory possible. Open laboratory, spread out in the round, lends foundation for bilingual teaching in laboratory. Bilingual teaching can be more effective based on open education for laboratory. The open laboratory can provide adequate hardware support for bilingual teaching and bilingual teaching lets the open laboratory and the world trail connection. Both support each other for mutual promotion and common development and improvement.

Bilingual teaching can completely combine with open education for laboratory organically. Using bilingual teaching textbooks for the first time, the students will face a lot of new words and technical term in the initial stage. The introduction of open education for laboratory in the process of bilingual teaching will make students gain knowledge on their own initiative not passively [8]. Based on that, students are familiar with the laboratory instruments and professional process to a certain extent, bilingual teaching is easy to be accepted by students.

The Significance of combination: Only bilingual teaching combine with open education for laboratory, can it implement more effectively. Bilingual teaching in engineering education has been introduced into the laboratory, teachers can teach professional knowledge in English and in laboratory scene. By doing experiments in the lab, bilingual teachers will receive an interaction with students, and will explain professional knowledge and professional vocabulary in English through specific experimental equipment and phenomena. That leads bilingual teaching to be no longer boring but vivid, to arouse students' initiative, enthusiasm and innovation consciousness. It simultaneously expedites inspiring students' potential, enlightening students' thinking in the process of bilingual teaching.

On the other hand, combination makes full use of laboratory resources, experiment teaching methods become more abundant. Foreign language interaction between teachers and students, between students and students is easy to implement. The environment for students to take the initiative to express in a foreign language can be created easily. Students' interest in experiment is greatly enhanced, significant improvements in the experiment teaching is obvious.

The effect and benefit of combination: Facts show that the combination of bilingual teaching and open education for laboratory can be successful, taking the bilingual course "industrial analysis" as an example, offered to chemical engineering students in Jiangxi University of Science and Technology. Industrial analysis is a course based on industrial analysis technology, which is also known as the eye of industrial production. [9-10] Experimental teaching plays an important role in engineering education. There is a wealth of analytical equipment in the laboratory, most of them are from abroad, which contains detailed original foreign language material and information. It is apparently suitable and effective to conduct bilingual teaching in the open laboratory. It will enhance the utilization rate of laboratory equipment and government investment funds. Students can grasp the foreign forefront of development in the discipline, and the students' future employment will be supported greatly.

In the application of the combination of bilingual teaching and open education for laboratory, teachers provide students with appropriate guidance and strive to realize communication bilingually, that will greatly arouse students' learning interest and initiative and enthusiasm, and greatly improve the effect of bilingual teaching in industrial analysis. This combination can vividly reflect the latest information of industrial analysis. As a result, students contrive a kind of fast and effective new method to acquire knowledge.[11-12] And it plays an important role of demonstration and leading for the teaching reform of other courses.

Conclusions

In order to improve the quality of engineering education, to cultivate students to be adapted to the international environment and era, it is urgently necessary to provide students with a practice environment where the interest and ability of scientific research and innovation will be trained. In the practice environment, bilingual teaching and open education for laboratory are combined, bilingual expression of professional knowledge is consolidated. Through the combination of bilingual teaching and laboratory, students will get an open space for developing individual thinking
advantage, exercising comprehensive skills and bilingual skills, thus students' comprehensive quality and international competitive power can be improved totally.
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